
No More Worrying About Painting Your Brick or Stone
Romabio paints are different. They are mineral based, breathable paints that will not seal the masonry surface. Made for for high-
performance and designed to last.

Masonry FLAT

Masonry Textured

1L/1 QT covers 65 – 85 Sq/Ft
2.5L/.67 GAL covers 165 – 215 Sq/Ft
15L/4 GAL covers 1000 – 1300 Sq/Ft

1L/1QT covers 50 – 70 Sq/Ft
2.5L/.67 GAL covers 130 – 180 Sq/Ft
15L/4 GAL covers 800 – 1100 Sq/Ft

Interior & Exterior Mineral Paint ideal for absorbent, 
unpainted masonry for extreme durability.

Interior & Exterior Mineral Paint with additional 
aggregate ideal for absorbent, unpainted masonry to 
create a textured, stucco-like finish. 

Mineral Paints Made For Masonry 
Without Damaging The Surface Or 
Integrity Of The Structure
“We don’t get the complaints when we use Romabio paint products 
as our customers are very happy with the transformation of their 
house, and we’ve never, not made a customer happy with these 
products.” – Daniel Murrey, Service Painting in Dallas, TX

“When we painted a 27 unit multi-family brick building, I did a side-
by-side comparison of the Masonry Flat product and one of your 
competitors and found that it had much better coverage. The BioDomus 
I product adhered to the surface better too, and wouldn’t scratch or chip 
off. We are really pleased with it and with only two coats needed, it has 
better value and performance.” – Randy Parks, Special Projects for 
Wesley Apartment Homes and Euramex Management Group
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Create the home you want 
with Romabio, Italian 
made masonry paints.
e

Different than other paints.
Romabio Masonry Paints are BIO (bio-logical), made from nature. 
They are not acrylic or latex paints. They are mineral based paints 
that are derived from sustainable materials to create a natural, 
breathable coating. Masonry Flat and Masonry Textured are both 
high-performing paints that are inherently the same. The only 
difference is Masonry Flat is an extremely flat finish giving you 
a traditional painted masonry look, and Masonry Textured has 
slight aggregate in it to create a textured look on smooth brick or a 
smooth finish on a rough surface. 

A 20 year warranty you can trust.
Masonry Flat and Masonry Textured are Italian designed mineral 
paint technologies that have been proven over time. These paints 
have high perm ratings of 70+ allowing trapped water vapor to 
diffuse or escape from the masonry surfaces, unlike acrylic paints. 
We guarantee they will last 20 years with no peeling or chipping 
when applied properly.

It’s breathable and naturally mold-resistant.
Romabio Masonry Paints are made from natural ingredients 
that when dry, form a honeycomb structure that contributes to 
a breathable wall system. A breathable wall means these paints 
will NOT seal the surface, but moisture and air can move through 
it reducing the buildup of stagnant moisture that contributes to 
mold growth, toxic air, and other issues. Acrylic coatings are not 
breathable and trap moisture.

Natural beauty and luminous colors.
Masonry Flat and Masonry Textured are naturally beautiful because 
of the high mineral content. Different than a shiny acrylic finish, the 
flat finish on brick or stone becomes like a rock like the masonry 
surface. Color possibilities are almost unlimited as you can match 
other color palettes or choose from over 200 colors in the Romabio 
color deck. And, with an extremely high-UV resistance, it extends 
the performance of the product. 

Good for you and the environment.
Toxin-free, made with natural ingredients,  and backed by 3rd party 
scientific testing, you can trust our paint is safe for you, your family, 
and the environment.
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Authentic Italian beauty you can’t replicate.
Whitewashed brick exteriors are gorgeous, and have a charming Old World feel. They have a freshly painted look, but because some 
of the brick remains exposed, the warmth and quality endures.

Classico Limewash 1L/1 QT covers 90-120 Sq/Ft 
2.5L/.67 GAL covers 215-300 Sq/Ft 
15L/4 GAL covers 1300-1800 Sq/Ft 

One Coat Process for Absorbent, Unpainted Brick, Stone, 
or Other Masonry. No Primer Needed. 

®

Express your unique style in one, 
easy coat of paint.
“Can we talk Limewash? Because Romabio Paints gave the outside of 
our home a whole new life! Out with the orange brick, in with the crisp 
white….The front of the house took me about 2 weeks to complete and 
this product was as forgiving as it was easy to apply. I played around 
a few times with the wash off process before I finally got the look I was 
going for, and couldn’t be happier with the end result. If you’re looking 
to transform any brick in your home, Romabio Paints is the way to go!” 
– Halo + Hickory Designs

“We did our fireplace and I was so nervous to paint over these pretty 
bricks, but the red wasn’t working for our style. Luckily, we love how it 
turned out.” – @jessiemaes

CLASSICO©

LIMEWASH



Create the home you’ve 
always wanted with a 
unique limewash finish.
e

Different than other paints.
Romabio Masonry Paints are BIO (bio-logical), made from nature. 
They are not acrylic or latex paints. They are mineral based paints 
that are derived from sustainable materials to create a natural, 
breathable coating. BioDomus™ I and BioDomus™ II are both high-
performing paints that are inherently the same. The only difference 
is BioDomus I is an extremely flat finish giving you a traditional 
painted masonry look, and BioDomus II has slight aggregate in it 
to create a textured look on smooth brick or a smooth finish on a 
rough surface. 

A 20 year warranty you can trust.
BioDomus I and II are Italian designed mineral paint technologies 
that have been proven over time. These paints have high perm 
ratings of 70+ allowing trapped water vapor to diffuse or escape 
from the masonry surfaces, unlike acrylic paints. We guarantee 
they will last 20 years with no peeling or chipping when applied 
properly.

It’s breathable and naturally mold-resistant.
Romabio Masonry Paints are made from natural ingredients 
that when dry, form a honeycomb structure that contributes to 
a breathable wall system. A breathable wall means these paints 
will NOT seal the surface, but moisture and air can move through 
it reducing the buildup of stagnant moisture that contributes to 
mold growth, toxic air, and other issues. Acrylic coatings are not 
breathable and trap moisture.

Natural beauty and luminous colors.
BioDomus I and II are naturally beautiful because of the high 
mineral content. Different than a shiny acrylic finish, the flat finish 
on brick or stone becomes like a rock like the masonry surface. 
Color possibilities are almost unlimited as you can match other 
color palettes or choose from over 200 colors in the Romabio color 
deck. And, with an extremely high-UV resistance, it extends the 
performance of the product. 

Good for you and the environment.
Toxin-free, made with natural ingredients,  and backed by 3rd party 
scientific testing, you can trust our paint is safe for you, your family, 
and the environment.
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